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Our Mission

“to perform the Corporal Work of Mercy of burying 

the dead of the Archdiocese, and to witness our faith 

and here in the Resurrection in so doing. In fulfilling 

this mission, CCAW is charged with the responsibility 

of providing the burial needs of the Catholic 

Community of the Archdiocese.”



The Role of the Cemetery

Permanent resting place on sacred ground

Final committal of the body to rest

Compassionate assistance from the day of the burial 

onward. Examples include;

Ordering a memorial

Perpetual Care - maintaining the peace and beauty of 

the grounds

Assisting friends and loved ones who come to visit



The Benefits of Pre Planning

Financial

 Relieve family of financial 

burden

 Prevent emotional overspending

 Protect against inflation

 Pay in installments with no 

interest

 More of your assets will go to 

family members

Emotional

Ease your family’s 

emotional stress by making 

your wishes known

Better lot selection and 

opportunities to keep family 

members together by 

purchasing family plots

 More time to consider 

options

Peace of Mind



What to Prepare
What does the cemetery require?

 Space

 Gravesite, niche, crypt, etc.

 Interment/Entombment Fees (sometimes called opening/closing costs)

 Labor, materials and equipment for opening and closing the site, 
setting up for service, administration/record keeping

 Outer Burial Container

 For in ground burial only, vault or liner for the casket or urn

 Memorialization (*Optional)

 Headstone, flush marker, inscriptions, plaques

 *Do as much or as little in advance as you prefer*



What Will This 

Cost Me?

The average cost of a 

traditional burial is roughly 

$5,500 - $6,600

This does not include the 

memorial

Saturdays are an additional 

cost



The Last Word

The #1 benefit of pre planning your arrangements is 

a sense of control

Your Wishes Will Be Known 

How Do You Want to Be Memorialized?
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